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The secret's out: Portugal's Troia is the new
Algarve, says Chelsea's Jose Mourinho
By JON CRAIG

PUBLISHED: 18:43 GMT, 21 September 2013 | UPDATED: 18:43 GMT, 21 September 2013

The Portuguese used to say Troia was one of their best-kept secrets. Not any more. Now they're
calling it 'the new Algarve', because it has beaches to rival Portugal's south-coast resorts but – due to
the opening of a new ferry service – is now only an hour from Lisbon.

Many of the capital's affluent middle classes are selling their villas in the Algarve and buying an
apartment in this new, still-developing haven of golden sand, where dolphins frolic in the sea and long-
necked storks stare down from chimney pots of the old fishermen's cottages nearby. 

Moor-inho: The marina at Troia where Jose Mourinho has bought a holiday home
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Cool fun: Sophie and Jack with family friend Joana
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Troia is indeed special, so much so that the self-styled 'special one', newly reappointed Chelsea
manager Jose Mourinho, has bought a home here. The new resort is on a long, finger-shaped
peninsula, reached by a ten-minute catamaran service from Setubal – Mourinho's home town.

We – my fiancee Caroline, her 13-year-old daughter Sophie and son Jack, 11 – drove south from
Lisbon to board the ferry, painted an unmissable shade of lime green.

We rented an apartment overlooking the marina at Troia. It wasn't quite a millionaires' playground, but
some fabulous yachts were moored up. It was fun to watch the comings and goings in the marina from
our first-floor balcony. 

But it was even more fun to drink chilled wine in a bar or restaurant at the water's edge. So far, there
are just two hotels, the five-star Design Hotel and four-star Aqualuz. The 12 miles of sand are divided
into several beaches, and to help negotiate the sand dunes there are boardwalks from the apartments
and hotels, including one that handily leads to the beach bar.

There are a number of boat trips on offer from the
marina. We chose a small motorboat tour of the
Sado estuary, the stretch of water between the
Troia peninsula and the mainland, the Arrabida
Coast. 

We were told to look out for the bottlenose
dolphins. I'm always sceptical about this sort of
claim by tour guides, but indeed we saw them all
afternoon, closer to Setubal harbour than I
thought they'd be. 

And I was sceptical, too, about the 'local seafood
lunch' provided as part of the trip. I could not
have been more wrong. It was a sumptuous feast
of shellfish washed down by bottle after bottle of
chilled vinho verde. It was a brilliant afternoon. 

There's more to Troia than the modern resort at
the tip of the peninsula. Heading south, drive past
the Roman ruins on the left and the golf club on
the right, pass through a few miles of dunes and
you come to traditional old fishing villages a world
away from the modern buildings in Troia. 

The first is Comporta, where a stork gazes down
at you from almost every chimney pot. Here I had
a fantastic huge pot of lobster risotto at the fine,
traditional restaurant O Ze.

In between eating and drinking in these old villages, we walked on the rickety planks that serve as
primitive harbours for the fishermen. The old and new attractions of the Troia peninsula are a delight.
Local boy Mourinho's return to Chelsea was football's worst-kept secret. And now the secret of Troia is
out, too. 

Getting there
Sunvil Discovery (sunvil.co.uk, 020 8758 4722) offers holidays to Troia. Prices start at £679pp for
seven nights' self-catering, including return flights to Lisbon with TAP and car hire. For further
information on the area, see visitalentejo.com.
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Pedro Vieira, San Francisco, United States, 2 years ago

Troia is indeed an amazing place (specially if you're also interested in spending a few days in
Lisbon). If you're visiting Portugal, I recommend using services like www.WiserGo.com which
let's you design several travel packages with Portuguese agents, select your favorite, they will
book everything and provide customer support while you're in Portugal. Since they are local
agents, they know the ins-and-outs of everything and you get to experience the country as a
local!
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12 years digging a
home 63ft underground
for his family using a
pick and shovel

No wonder it caused a
scare: Passenger
questioned after
arriving at JFK Airport
with this VERY
suspicious item... but
takes it on plane after
explaining it's art, not a
bomb

The car that was
REALLY built to last:
Couple drive more than
50,000 miles around the
globe... in a 100-year-
old Model T Ford

Where fairytales
become reality: Inside
the bizarre Japanese
village that's modelled
on Peter Rabbit and
Alice in Wonderland

British hot air
balloonist drifts into the
record book by
becoming the first
person to fly over all 48
mainland US states...
travelling 15,000 miles
in 33 days

They're flying super-
sonnet! Heathrow to
play poems over
speakers to calm down
travellers over its
busiest Easter ever

Astonishing picture
shows scorched wingtip
of an American Airlines
plane from a lightning
strike that left
passengers thinking it
had 'been hit by a
missile' 

Don't bring porn into
North Korea and NEVER
insult Zimbabwe's
president: How to stay
out of trouble while
holidaying in a
dictatorship

Just how theft-proof IS
the backwards
rucksack? MailOnline
Travel puts it to the test
with a professional
pickpocket

Those were the days!
Composite images of
London blend modern
photos of the capital
with vintage snaps from
100 years ago

British Airways A380
FLOODED after service
trolley hits a pipe that
causes water to
cascade down from the
upper deck

From the document
issued to only a few
hundred diplomats to
the fanciful creations of
micronations: The
world's most obscure
passports revealed
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History obliterated:
How almost ALL of
Syria's Unesco heritage
sites have been
damaged or destroyed
by conflict

Movie over, Lassie:
Rescue dog Kahlua
makes claim for being
the world's most-
travelled pooch by
journeying across
America

LATEST TRAVEL NEWS

Tourists warned as Goa taxi protest turns
violent
Parliament to debate cost of term-time holidays
New Brazil yoga retreats for World Cup widows
Outer Hebrides boasts stunning airport approach
Lewis Hamilton to star in Top Gear festival
Thailand set to lose £1.6bn in tourism revenue
14% of Brits abroad refuse to speak local dialect
Egypt bombing: New FCO advice to UK tourists
India to cut red tape and issue visas on arrival
Qatar Airways' new all-business class flights
Rise in British travellers visiting Germany
Brits rate cuisine as essential part of holiday
London to Glasgow train to host comedy gig
British sounds in £2.5m tourism advert
Two-fifths of parents would risk term-time trip
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